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Parenthetical Expression 
Editing 

 

Parenthetical Expression = adds extra information to a sentence, separated by commas.  

 Makes writing more interesting and advanced. 

 Place your finger over the expression, and the sentence still makes sense. 
 

              Examples: 
  The airport, in my opinion, is built for large planes. 

  Tonya, who does well in school, will enjoy the university.  

  A special guest joined the group, Mrs. Hines. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

1.  president cleveland borned in new jersey were the 22nd and 24th american president 

      ______________________________________________________________________ 

2.  the President by the way was Elected too different times in the 1880’s! 

      ______________________________________________________________________ 

3.  in my opinion he was a populer Presidint with honesty integrity and self-reliance                

      ______________________________________________________________________ 

4.  the city of cleveland is name after general cleveland his distent relative 
      ______________________________________________________________________ 

5.  he avoid the civil war bye paying someone two take his place a common practice             

      ______________________________________________________________________ 

6.  cleveland stoped Wasteful, Corrupt spending as mayor of buffalo a popular decision 

      ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

 

 Careful, sometimes the extra information is essential to the meaning: 

The person holding all the tickets is the contest winner. 

 
 

 

 
 

7.  cleveland a notable reformer hired Goverment worker based on merit not favors 

      _______________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  the president having soarness in his mouth had a secret surgery, a-board a friends yacht  

      _______________________________________________________________________________ 

9.  this was the time of a Economic Depression and he fears his surgery would cause, panic 

   ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 10.  clevelands cancerous Tumor was, successfully, removes and he had a full recovary 
      _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 11.  in 1895 he become the First President ever filmed and a alaskan volcano is named, after him. 

      _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 12.  his wife frances age 21 was the youngest First Lady in history they marry in the white house.               

        _______________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you know all appositives are parenthetical expressions? ... now you know. 
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President  
Grover Cleveland 

(1837-1908)  

 

 
 

 



 

 

ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Parenthetical Expression 
Editing 

 

Parenthetical Expression = adds extra information to a sentence, separated by commas.  

 Makes writing more interesting and advanced. 

 Place your finger over the expression and the sentence still makes sense. 
 

              Examples: 
  The airport, in my opinion, is built for large planes. 

  Tonya, who does well in school, will enjoy the university.  

  A special guest joined the group, Mrs. Hines. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

1.  president cleveland borned in new jersey were the 22nd and 24th american president 

     President Cleveland, born in New Jersey, was the 22nd and 24th American president. 

2.  the President by the way was Elected too different times in the 1880’s! 

     The president, by the way, was elected two different times in the 1880’s. 

3.  in my opinion he was a populer Presidint with honesty integrity and self-reliance                

     In my opinion, he was a popular president with honesty, integrity, and self-reliance.                

4.  the city of cleveland is name after general cleveland his distent relative 
     The city of Cleveland is named after General Cleveland, his distant relative. 

5.  he avoid the civil war bye paying someone two take his place a common practice             

     He avoided the Civil War by paying someone to take his place, a common practice.              

6.  cleveland stoped Wasteful, Corrupt spending as mayor of buffalo a popular decision 

     Cleveland stopped wasteful, corrupt spending as mayor of Buffalo, a popular decision. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Careful, sometimes the extra information is essential to the meaning: 

The person holding all the tickets is the contest winner. 

 
 

 

 
 

7.  cleveland a notable reformer hired Goverment worker based on merit not favors 

     Cleveland, a notable reformer, hired government workers based on merit not favors. 

8.  the president having soarness in his mouth had a secret surgery, a-board a friends yacht  

     The president having soreness in his mouth had a secret surgery aboard a friend’s yacht.  

9.  this was the time of a Economic Depression and he fears his surgery would cause, panic 

     This was the time of an economic depression, and he feared his surgery would cause panic. 

 10.  clevelands cancerous Tumor was, successfully, removes and he had a full recovary 
       Cleveland’s cancerous tumor was successfully removed, and he had a full recovery.  

 11.  in 1895 he become the First President ever filmed and a alaskan volcano is named, after him. 

       In 1895 he became the first president ever filmed, and an Alaskan volcano is named after him. 

 12.  his wife frances age 21 was the youngest First Lady in history they marry in the white house. 

       His wife Frances, age 21, was the youngest First Lady in history; they married in the White House. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you know all appositives are parenthetical expressions? ... now you know. 

President  
Grover Cleveland 

(1837-1908)  
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